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Abstract
Background: Mutations in low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) are one of the main causes
of familial hypercholesterolemia (FH), which induces atherosclerosis and has a high lifetime risk
of cardiovascular disease. The clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats
(CRISPR)/Cas9 system is an effective tool for gene editing to correct gene mutations and thus
ameliorate disease.
Methods: To determine whether in vivo somatic cell gene editing through the CRISPR/Cas9
system delivered by adeno-associated virus (AAV) could treat FH caused by the Ldlr mutant in a
mouse model. We generated a nonsense point mutation mouse line, LdlrE208X, based on a relevant
FH-related gene mutation. The AAV-CRISPR/Cas9 was designed to correct the point mutation in
the Ldlr gene in hepatocytes and was delivered subcutaneously into LdlrE208X mice.
Results: We found that homogeneous LdlrE208X mice (n=6) exhibited severe atherosclerotic
phenotypes after a High-fat diet regimen and the Ldlr mutation was corrected in a subset of
hepatocytes after AAV-CRISPR/Cas9 treatment, with LDLR protein expression partially restored
(n=6). Compared with the control groups (n=6 each group), the AAV-CRISPR/Cas9 with
targeted sgRNA group (n=6) had significant reductions in total cholesterol, total triglyceride, and
LDL-cholesterol in the serum, while the aorta had smaller atherosclerotic plaques and a lower
degree of macrophage infiltration.
Conclusions: Our work shows that in vivo AAV-CRISPR/Cas9-mediated Ldlr gene correction
can partially rescue LDLR expression and effectively ameliorate atherosclerosis phenotypes in
Ldlr mutants, providing a potential therapeutic approach for the treatment of FH patients.
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LDLR
FH
AAV
CRISPR/Cas9
LDL-C
APOB
PCSK9
HeFH
HoFH
TBG
sgRNA
PAM
DSBs
NHEJ
HDR
indels
α-SMA
SM22α
SM-MHC
TC
TG
T7E1
RFLP
ALT
AST

low-density lipoprotein receptor
familial hypercholesterolemia
adeno-associated virus
clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats /Cas9
low-density lipoprotein cholesterol
Apolipoprotein B
proprotein convertase subtilisin kexin9
heterozygous individuals with FH
homozygous individuals with FH
thyroxin-binding globulin
single guide RNA
prospacer adjacent motif
double strand breaks
nonhomologous end-joining
homology directed repair
insertions and deletions
α-smooth muscle actin
smooth muscle protein 22α
smooth muscle myosin heavy chains
total cholesterol
total triglyceride
The T7 Endonuclease I
restriction-fragment length polymorphism
alanine aminotransferase
aspartate aminotransferase
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Clinical Perspective
What is new?
•

A new LdlrE208X knock-in mouse containing the E208X nonsense point mutation was
generated for modeling of human familial hypercholesterolemia pathogenesis.

•

In vivo gene editing of LdlrE208X by a single injection of AAV-CRISPR/Cas9 could reduce
lipid accumulation and ameliorate atherosclerosis phenotypes.

What are the clinical implications?
•

The new mutant knock-in mouse model serves as a valuable tool to study human familial
hypercholesterolemia pathogenesis and to explore its new therapeutic approaches.

•

In vivo somatic cell gene editing via an AAV-CRISPR/Cas9 delivery system may
represent a potential therapeutic approach for the treatment of human familial
hypercholesterolemia.

Downloaded from http://ahajournals.org by on November 30, 2019
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Introduction
Hypercholesterolemia is characterized by very high levels of low-density lipoprotein cholesterol
(LDL-C) in the blood, and the patients have a high lifetime risk of premature cardiovascular
disorders, such as atherosclerosis and heart attack. For some patients, hypercholesterolemia is
inherited due to a genetic mutation, and the most common form of inherited
hypercholesterolemia is called familial hypercholesterolemia (FH)1, 2. FH is an autosomal
dominant genetic disease in humans with a gene dosage effect, and is due to mutations in the
genes encoding either the low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR), Apolipoprotein B (APOB), or
proprotein convertase subtilisin kexin9 (PCSK9), with mutations in each such gene accounting
for approximately 90%, 5% and 1% of FH cases, respectively2-4. LDLR, which is a cell surface
protein, is highly expressed in hepatocytes and is the primary mechanism to remove excess lowdensity lipoprotein from the circulation3. Mutations in LDLR that result in low protein expression
Downloaded from http://ahajournals.org by on November 30, 2019

level of functional LDLR leads to excess LDL in the circulation, which results in the
development and progression of atherosclerotic plaques5, 6. The severity of atherosclerosis is
closely related to the level and activity of LDLR in the liver5-7.
In the population, 1 in 200 to 500 people have heterozygous mutations in LDLR, which may
lead to cardiovascular disease in middle age2, 6, 8. Since heterozygote individuals have some
residual function of LDLR (at a level of 2-25% compared to normal people), current drug
treatments for FH, e.g., MG-CoA reductase inhibitors (statins), are usually effective in
heterozygous individuals rather than those who are homozygous for a pathological mutation6.
With early detection and proper drug treatment, plasma LDL levels in heterozygous individuals
with FH (HeFH) harboring mutant LDLR can remain in a relatively acceptable range6. However,
if underdiagnosed or undertreated, homozygous individuals with FH (HoFH), which occurs at a
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frequency of 1 in a million in most countries, have very rapid development of severe
atherosclerosis and cardiovascular disease, starting in infancy or childhood and leading to early
premature death2, 6, 7, 9-11. As HoFH is marked by barely any functional LDLR protein, highintensity statins and PCSK9 inhibitors have very limited therapeutic effect6, 7. To ensure survival
of individuals with HoFH, lifelong therapeutic apheresis to remove excess LDL or liver
transplantation must be implemented12-15, which is very expensive and difficult to implement.
The difference in disease outcomes and therapies between HeFH and HoFH strongly indicates
that even low-level expression and activity of residual LDLR can significantly influence the
speed of progression and the severity of clinical manifestation of FH.
Gene therapy delivered by Adeno-associated virus (AAV) is currently approved for more
than 80 diseases and has been used in clinical trials16-18. AAV is a small replication-defective
virus that can infect cells from humans or other species16. Many different serotypes of AAV have
Downloaded from http://ahajournals.org by on November 30, 2019

been developed to more precisely deliver the genes of interest to the targeted organ or specific
cell types16, 19. For HoFH treatment, hepatic AAV-LDLR to deliver wild-type LDLR expression
under the control of liver specific thyroxin-binding globulin (TBG) promoter directed gene
therapy is currently in phase II clinical trials (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT02651675)18. Despite the
success of liver AAV-directed gene therapy for FH, long-term therapeutic effects have yet to be
seen. Because of the fast hepatocyte turnover rate in childhood, the non-integrating AAV vector
could be lost overtime. Instead, correction of the pathological mutation at the DNA level in vivo
may present a better alternative treatment for each individual because of its permanence in effect
and standardized procedures for different Ldlr mutant FH patients.
The clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/Cas9 system is a
powerful genome-editing system that consists of the Cas9 nuclease and modified single guide
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RNA (sgRNA)20-23. The Cas9-mediated double strand breaks (DSBs) can be repaired by mainly
two mechanisms – the nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ) and homology directed repair
(HDR). The NHEJ pathway, however, can introduce insertions and deletions (indels) in an
unpredictable way. The alternative HDR pathway enables precise genome editing accompanied
by a DNA donor template, but is largely limited to dividing cells24. Both DNA repair
mechanisms utilized by the CRISPR/Cas9 system have already been successfully implemented
in a few disease settings, such as Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) and liver metabolic
disease, to modify disease-causing gene mutations in vivo, representing a promising new
treatment for human disorders caused by genetic defects25-33.
In this study, we generated an LdlrE208X mutant knock-in mouse model based on an E207X
nonsense point mutation in LDLR that is observed in an individual with FH8. The LdlrE208X
mutant mice, which harbors a nonsense mutation in the fourth exon of the endogenous Ldlr gene,
Downloaded from http://ahajournals.org by on November 30, 2019

showed no LDLR protein expression in the liver and developed severe atherosclerosis after
feeding on a High-fat diet. When the mutant LdlrE208X strain was treated with AAVCRISPR/Cas9, LDLR expression was partially restored, and the atherosclerosis was ameliorated.
These results suggest that gene editing in vivo via an AAV-CRISPR/Cas9 delivery system may
represent a promising therapeutic approach to the treatment of HoFH while potentially helping to
improve the efficacy of current lipid-lowering drugs.

Methods
The data, mouse model, and materials that support the findings of this study are available from
the corresponding author upon reasonable request. All animal procedures were approved by the
guidelines of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of the Institute for
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Nutritional Sciences, and the Institute of Biochemistry and Cell Biology, Shanghai Institutes for
Biological Sciences, Chinese Academy of Sciences. The LdlrE208X mouse line was generated by
Cyagen Inc.
Statistical Analysis
All data are presented as the mean value ± standard error of the mean (S.E.M.). Unpaired twotailed Student's t-test was used to compare two groups, one-way ANOVA was performed for
multiple groups comparison, and the mixed-effects ANOVA was performed for the serial
measurement.
Detailed Methods are included in the Supplemental Material.

Results
Generation of LdlrE208X Mutant Mice
Downloaded from http://ahajournals.org by on November 30, 2019

Of the 18 exons in LDLR, most mutations occur in the fourth exon34. Previous studies have
identified an E207X (a G to T point mutation, GAG-TAG) nonsense point mutation form of
LDLR in an individual with FH (Figure 1A)8. We therefore delivered the CRISPR/Cas9 system
into fertilized eggs to generate a knock-in mouse line expressing an E208X mutation
(GAG>TAG) in the Ldlr gene by homology-directed repair, which was equivalent to the E207X
mutation in the human LDLR gene (Figure 1B and C). A silent mutation (ATC>ATA) was also
introduced to prevent the binding and re-cutting of the sequence by sgRNA (Figure 1C).
Homozygous Ldlr knockout mouse (Ldlr–/–) is a widely used mouse model for atherosclerosis
disease research, while the heterozygous strain (Ldlr+/–) has a very mild and variable
atherosclerotic phenotype after High-fat diet feeding5, 7, 35. We therefore used homozygous LdlrE208X mutant mice in this study and refer to this model as LdlrE208X hereafter. As an internal
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control, we used wild-type littermate mice for comparisons in experimental studies. Sanger
sequencing results of the genomic DNA from the indicated mice validated the successful
generation of LdlrE208X mutant mouse (Figure 1D). By semi-reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR)
and Western blotting assays, we did not detect Ldlr mRNA (Figure 1E and F) or LDLR protein
(Figure 1G and H) in the livers of LdlrE208X mice. Immunostaining for LDLR on liver sections
showed that hepatocytes in LdlrE208X mice did not express LDLR (Figure 1I and J). These data
demonstrated the successful generation of a mouse genetic model for the human LDLR mutant8.
Severe atherosclerosis is induced in LdlrE208X after High-fat diet feeding
The LDLR protein has a critical role in taking up LDL from the serum and thus regulating
cholesterol levels in the circulation system36. Since the LdlrE208X mice have no functional LDLR,
they have a higher incidence of atherosclerosis and cardiovascular disease. On a regular chow
diet, we could detect a mild degree of atherosclerotic plaque development, macrophage
Downloaded from http://ahajournals.org by on November 30, 2019

infiltration and lipid accumulation in the 24 week-old LdlrE208X mice (Supplemental Figure 1).
We therefore used a High-fat diet (containing 21% fat together with 0.21% cholesterol) to
accelerate the atherosclerotic plaque formation in mutant mice and to determine whether the
nonsense mutation in LdlrE208X mice could lead to an atherosclerotic phenotype. We fed LdlrE208X
male mice and wild-type male mice with a 12-week-long High-fat diet starting at the age of 6
weeks (Figure 2A). The body weight of both groups increased after 12 weeks of High-fat diet
feeding, but the weight of LdlrE208X mice was significantly higher than that of the wild-type
control after 6 weeks of High-fat diet feeding and thereafter (Figure 2B). After High-fat diet
feeding, atherosclerotic lesions were noticeable in the aorta in the LdlrE208X mice upon staining
with Oil Red O, while atherosclerotic lesions were hardly detected in the wild-type control mice
(plaque area: 7.72% ± 0.50% mutant vs. 0.0% ± 0.0% wild-type; Figure 2C and E). In addition,
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Oil Red O staining on aortic root sections from LdlrE208X mice revealed excessive lipid
accumulation in the aortic tunica media, and more than 80% of the perimeter was affected by
atherosclerosis in LdlrE208X mice but not wild-type mice (87.17% ± 5.06% mutant vs. 0.0% ±
0.0% wild-type; Figure 2D and F). Immunofluorescent staining showed that the elastic tissue and
smooth muscle layer in the aortic sections of LdlrE208X mice were discontinuous and disrupted
(Figure 2G). Notably, several markers of smooth muscle cells, including α-smooth muscle actin
(α-SMA), smooth muscle protein 22α (SM22α), smooth muscle myosin heavy chains (SMMHC) and calponin for immunofluorescent staining on aortic sections from two groups showed
that these SMC cytoskeletal proteins were profoundly lower or even lost in the atherosclerotic
plaque, representing a change from contractile to synthetic phenotypes, known as smooth muscle
cell phenotypic modulation37 (Figure 2G and Supplemental Figure 2). A substantial number of
macrophages were seen to infiltrate and accumulate in the lesion area of LdlrE208X mice
Downloaded from http://ahajournals.org by on November 30, 2019

compared with that of wild-type mice (Figure 2G). Sirus Red staining of aortic tissue sections
showed a markedly greater degree of fibrosis in the atherosclerotic plaques of the LdlrE208X mice
compared with the littermate controls (Figure 2H). Additionally, Oil Red O staining of liver
sections showed that large lipid droplets accumulated in the hepatocytes of the LdlrE208X mice
compared with wild-type controls (26.67 ± 1.82% mutant vs. 1.25 ± 0.48% wild-type; Figure 2I
and J). Compared with the wild-type control, the LdlrE208X group also displayed significantly
higher plasma total cholesterol (TC; 38.28 ± 2.04 mmol/L mutant vs. 5.85 ± 0.77 mmol/L wildtype; Figure 2K), total triglyceride (TG; 9.71 ± 0.65 mmol/L mutant vs. 1.03 ± 0.12 mmol/L
control; Figure 2K) and LDL-cholesterol (LDL-C; 28.59 ± 1.69 mmol/L mutant vs. 2.17 ± 0.08
mmol/L control; Figure 2K). These data indicated that this mouse model has many of the
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pathological and clinical features of the human FH disease, such as a strong atherosclerotic
phenotype8.
AAV-CRISPR/Cas9 treatment partially restores LDLR expression in LdlrE208X mice
As AAV serotype 8 transduces hepatocytes at a high specificity and efficiency17, an AAV8CRISPR/Cas9 system was generated to target the point mutation, aiming to partially restore the
expression of LDLR in the liver of LdlrE208X mice. We first tested 4 sgRNA sequences based on
the prospacer adjacent motif (PAM) sequences NGG near the LdlrE208X point mutation
(Supplemental Figure 3A). sgRNAs and Cas9 nuclease were both cloned into puromycinresistant vectors and transfected into mouse Hepa1-6 cells to test their targeting efficiency. The
T7 Endonuclease I (T7E1) assay, which could detect double-strand breaks and indels, was used
to evaluate the targeting efficiency of sgRNAs. We found that among all designed sgRNA
generated indels, sgRNA3 had the highest targeting efficiency (Supplemental Figure 3B). We
Downloaded from http://ahajournals.org by on November 30, 2019

therefore used sgRNA3 in the AAV-CRISPR/Cas9 system for in vivo somatic cell gene editing of
mutant Ldlr.
The neonatal hepatocyte has a high proliferative ability and thus could be an ideal model for
HDR-mediated gene correction25, 29, 38. Therefore, we also modified the 1.9kb donor template
with the mutated PAM sequence to avoid re-cleavage of Cas9 and inserted a SpeI restriction
enzyme site in the fourth intron (Supplemental Figure 6C) to evaluate the efficiency of HDR
using the restriction-fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) assay. As AAV can be used to
efficiently transduce neonatal hepatocytes25, 38, and as HoFH should be gene corrected as early as
possible, we injected the AAV8-GFP vectors subcutaneously using an insulin syringe into
neonates at P1-P2 (Supplemental Figure 4A)39. We should mention that while intravenous
injection of AAV typically leads to a high degree of transduction of hepatocytes, that approach is
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more technically challenging than subcutaneous injection in neonatal mice, which is why we
used the latter means of injection in our study here. After subcutaneous injection, the fluorescent
staining of GFP in P6 liver sections showed high efficiency of viral transduction, as 87.08% ±
1.76% hepatocytes were GFP+ (Supplemental Figure IVB). We also analyzed the livers of P6,
P12, 4 week-old and 8 week-old mice for GFP fluorescence and found that the non-integrated
AAV was gradually lost from the hepatocytes (Supplemental Figure 4C-D).
Due to the limited size capacity of the AAV vector for gene delivery, we used a dual AAV
system, with one carrying the Cas9 with the liver-specific TBG promoter (named AAV-Cas9)
and the other carrying the sgRNA and donor sequence driven by the U6 promoter (named AAVsgRNA-Donor hereafter, Figure 3A). After successful generation of AAVs, we injected the AAVCas9 into neonatal mice at P1-P2, and found a high-targeting efficiency of Cas9 in 1 week-old
mouse liver sections (Supplemental Figure 5A-B). Similar to the result of AAV-GFP, we could
Downloaded from http://ahajournals.org by on November 30, 2019

hardly detect Cas9 expression in the liver sections collected from adult mice (Supplemental
Figure 5C-D).
Mixtures of the two AAVs (AAV-Cas9 and AAV-sgRNA-Donor) were injected
subcutaneously into P1-P2 neonatal mice and analyzed at the adult stage (Figure 3B). We set up
4 different groups: Group 1, consisting of LdlrE208X mice receiving 5×1010 genome copies of
AAV-Cas9; Group 2, comprised of LdlrE208X mice receiving 5×1011 genome copies of AAVsgRNA-Donor; Group 3, which was LdlrE208X mice receiving 5×1010 genome copies of AAVCas9 and 5×1011 genome copies of AAV-sgRNA-Donor, with all AAVs diluted in the same
volume of PBS for injection; and Group 4, which was wild-type mice receiving an equal volume
of PBS (Figure 3B). If gene editing was successful, a T-G mixture would be detected in the
targeted group rather than other groups, as judged by Sanger sequencing of liver DNA nested
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PCR from the indicated groups (Supplemental Figure 6A). Meanwhile the restoration would be
detected only in liver DNA but not in genomic DNA from other tissues of the same mice
(Supplemental Figure 6B), indicating the tissue specificity of the AAV8-TBG delivery system.
To assess the precision of AAV-CRISPR-mediated gene editing, we used deep sequencing
to analyze on-target and off-target sites. Indels were detected in ~25% (24.84 ± 1.02%) of the
Ldlr alleles, and the HDR-mediated correction of the T-G mutation was observed in ~6.7% (6.67
± 0.64%) of the Ldlr alleles from the treated group (Figure 3C, Supplemental Figure 6E). By the
RFLP assay, we confirmed the efficient HDR-mediated gene editing (Supplemental Figure 6D).
The potential off-target sites were also amplified by PCR for deep sequencing in the Group 3
mice. We found that most of the off-target sites were located in the introns of different genes
(Supplemental Table 1), and the indels frequency of these sites was negligible (Supplemental
Figure 6F). To further strengthen the high HDR-mediated result, we added a mouse group
Downloaded from http://ahajournals.org by on November 30, 2019

receiving only AAV-Cas9 and AAV-sgRNA without donor at P1 and analyzed at 4 weeks old
(Supplemental Figure 7A). The T7E1 assay, Sanger sequence, and RFLP assay showed similar
high indels frequency and there was no detectable HDR in this control group (Supplemental
Figure 7B-E).
Next, we examined the Ldlr mRNA level by semi-quantitative RT-PCR and detected Ldlr
mRNA in Group 3 (Figure 3D). The real-time quantitative PCR found that the expressed Ldlr
mRNA after DNA correction in the Group 3 was partial ~11% (11.09 ± 2.03%) of the wild-type,
while no Ldlr mRNA was detected in Group 1, Group 2 and AAV-sgRNA treated group (Figure
3E, Supplemental Figure 7F). Consistently, the LDLR protein level in the Group 3 was restored
to ~18% (18.01 ± 2.82%) of wild-type levels, while there was no detectable LDLR protein in the
Groups 1 and 2 (Figure 3F-3G). Additional evidence of partial recovery of LDLR expression was
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supported by immunostaining of liver sections of the different groups. While there was no
noticeable signal in the Group 1 or 2, ~20% of hepatocytes expressed LDLR in the Group 3
(20.50 ± 2.29%, Figure 3H and I), demonstrating the partial restoration of LDLR expression in
the liver of those mice.
We next examined liver toxicity after AAV-mediated treatment in LdlrE208X mice.
Transaminase levels, including aspartate and alanine aminotransferase (AST and ALT,
respectively), were similar between AAV- and PBS-treated groups at adult stage (Supplemental
Figure 8A-B). We also conducted histological staining of the livers by H&E from virus-treated or
PBS-treated mice in the adult stage. We did not detect any noticeable histological abnormalities
in livers from AAV-treated mice (Supplemental Figure 8C), compared with PBS-treated controls.
Meanwhile, immunohistochemistry for immune cell markers F4/80, CD11b; and T cell markers
CD4, CD8 of LdlrE208X liver sections showed no significant difference in their number between
Downloaded from http://ahajournals.org by on November 30, 2019

AAV- and PBS-treated mice (Supplemental Figure 8D).
Together, these results indicated that AAV/CRISPR-mediated Ldlr in vivo gene editing
could partially restore expression of LDLR protein in Ldlr mutant mice.
AAV-CRISPR/Cas9 significantly ameliorates atherosclerotic phenotypes in LdlrE208X mice
To assess further the potential translation of AAV-CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene correction
therapy for the treatment of HoFH, we next analyzed the atherosclerotic phenotype and plasma
cholesterol levels after High-fat diet feeding in the 4 groups of mice (Figure 4A). On average, the
body weight of all groups increased progressively over 12 weeks, but the weight of AAVCRISPR/Cas9-targeted LdlrE208X mice (Group 3) was significantly lower than that of Groups 1
and 2 after 8 weeks of a High-fat diet regimen (Figure 4B). Importantly, there was no significant
difference in body weight between AAV-CRISPR-targeted LdlrE208X mice (Group 3) and wild-
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type control mice (Group 4, Figure 4B). Oil Red O staining of aortas showed that the
atherosclerotic plaque burden was significantly less in the targeted LdlrE208X group (Group 3)
compared with the Groups 1 and 2 (Figure 4C). Detailed histological analyses of aortic sections
by Oil Red O staining and immunostaining for smooth muscle cells marker SMA and endothelial
cells marker Ve-cad showed that the lipid accumulation in aortic tunica media and the disruption
of the smooth muscle layer were substantially alleviated in Group 3 compared with those in
Groups 1 and 2 (Figure 4D and E). Immunostaining for macrophages marker F4/80 and Sirius
Red staining on tissue sections showed a lower degree of macrophage infiltration and collagen
deposition (fibrosis) in the atherosclerotic plaques (Supplemental Figure 9). Quantification of the
stained aortic tissue sections showed a significantly lower degree of both plaque area (7.25 ±
0.78% Group 1, 7.38 ± 0.59% Group 2 vs. 2.78 ± 0.39% Group 3) and lower percentage of
perimeters affected by atherosclerosis in Group 3 mice compared to those in Groups 1 and 2
Downloaded from http://ahajournals.org by on November 30, 2019

(87.83 ± 2.44% Group 1, 86.33 ± 2.95% Group 2 vs. 25.00 ± 4.08% Group 3, Figure 4F and G).
We also detected much smaller lipid droplets in liver sections from AAV-CRISPR-targeted
LdlrE208X mice compared with those of Groups 1 and 2 (31.67 ± 2.17% Group 1, 31.50% ±
2.67% Group 2 vs. 7.83 ± 1.74% Group 3, Figure 4H and I). In the plasma, the total cholesterol
(40.74 ± 2.17 mmol/L Group 1, 38.92 ± 2.98 mmol/L Group 2 vs. 12.84 ± 1.91 mmol/L Group
3), total triglyceride (9.12 ± 0.58 mmol/L Group 1, 8.59 ± 0.53 mmol/L Group 2 vs. 4.05 ± 0.55
mmol/L Group 3) and LDL cholesterol (30.08 ± 1.26 mmol/L Group 1, 28.61 ± 1.63 mmol/L
Group 2 vs. 9.98 ± 0.86 mmol/L Group 3) were significantly lower in Group 3 mice than those in
Groups 1 and 2 (Figure 4J). These data provide convincing evidence for the efficiency of the
AAV-CRISPR/Cas9 system in Ldlr mutant gene correction and its efficacy in treatment of
atherosclerotic phenotypes in the HoFH model (Figure 5).
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Discussion
In this work, we generated a novel gene mutant mouse model (LdlrE208X) based on an individual
with familial hypercholesterolemia who harbors a nonsense point mutation in the LDLR
genome8. This LdlrE208X mice could be a new gene mutation mouse model and serve as a
valuable tool for exploring different strategies for treating human HoFH pathogenesis. By in vivo
genome editing using the AAV-CRISPR/Cas9 system, we managed to treat a familial
hypercholesterolemia model in Ldlr mutant mice. We found that delivery of AAV-CRISPR/Cas9
to liver significantly lowered plasma cholesterol, triglyceride and LDL-cholesterol, protected the
mutant from severe atherosclerosis and effectively alleviated hepatic fat accumulation in
LdlrE208X mice.
In our work, although the genome editing efficiency was not high, the partial restoration of
LDLR protein in the liver could significantly ameliorate atherosclerotic phenotypes in mutant
Downloaded from http://ahajournals.org by on November 30, 2019

mice. It appears interesting that the partial recovery of the wild type sequence (~7%) led to a
higher percentage of repaired hepatocytes (~20%). There are several reasons that might explain
this apparent discrepancy. First, about half of liver cells are nonparenchymal cells (e.g., Kupffer
cells and endothelial cells)40, which cannot be transfected with AAV8. This may underrepresent
the actual genomic editing efficiency in hepatocytes. Second, repaired cells may have a greater
propensity for proliferation29-31, 33, 38. It is possible that repaired hepatocytes have a higher
proliferation rate than unrepaired hepatocytes33. Third, most hepatocytes have two or more
nuclei41. Efficient gene editing in one nucleus might result in sufficient protein expression in that
hepatocyte, leading to the discrepancy between the gene correction ratio and the repaired cell
ratio. Fourth, murine hepatocytes are commonly polyploid42, one corrected allele may sufficient
to produce corrected proteins in the cell25, 31, 33. Fifth, LDLR is a cell membrane protein and thus
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some negative neighboring hepatocytes might be counted falsely as positive, over-estimating the
percentage of repaired cells by immunofluorescence approach. While the current AAVCRISPR/Cas9-mediated Ldlr gene editing system was not effective enough to completely rescue
the atherosclerotic- or hypercholesterolemia-related phenotypes, the partial amelioration by gene
therapy could be combined with conventional interventions, such as medication for LDL
cholesterol reduction and diet modification, to provide better therapeutic effects for individuals
with HoFH. Importantly, the AAV-CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene editing of Ldlr is a genetic
modification, which may exert long-term therapeutic effects. Thus, this work provides a new
approach for improving the therapeutic effect of current drug treatment in individuals with
HoFH.
The CRISPR/Cas9 system has two major ways to repair gene defects: homology-directed
repair (HDR) and nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ). Precise correction of a specific mutation
Downloaded from http://ahajournals.org by on November 30, 2019

through HDR is limited to proliferating cells. Individuals with homozygous LDLR mutant could
have a very rapid development of severe cardiovascular disease in infancy or childhood. Thus,
gene correction therapy should be employed at an early stage for such individuals to achieve
better therapeutic outcomes. In our mouse model study, we injected AAV-CRISPR/Cas9 at the
neonatal stage when most hepatocytes still have a proliferative capacity. Since the correction was
made at the DNA level, the HDR-mediated restoration of the LDLR protein is permanent and
durable as long as the gene corrected hepatocytes exist and self-renew, which would have a
lifelong therapeutic effect. The neonatal hepatocytes have a high proliferative ability, thus
enabling high HDR-mediated gene correction. Previously, Yang et al. used a dual AAV system to
correct an OTC gene defect in livers of newborn mice. Their deep sequencing at the adult stage
showed that the indels rate was 31% (26.5%-35.5%) and HDR rate was about 10% (6.7%-
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20.1%)25. The frequency for HDR in our study was similar to the previous work, as we also
treated mice with AAV at the neonatal stage. When Yang et al. injected high vector doses of
AAVs in the adult stage, they observed that, while the indels frequency was 42.0%, HDR
frequency was low (1.7%), which could be due to the reduced hepatocyte division in the adult
stage compared to that of neonates. Recently, Wang et al. used the AAV-CRISPR/Cas9-mediated
gene targeting to correct human factor IX in a mouse model of hemophilia B. A single injection
of dual AAV vectors to livers of neonates led to about 35% indels and the HDR frequency was
about 10%38. Therefore, HDR efficiency is much higher in the neonatal liver than the adult liver,
which is due to active hepatocyte proliferation in neonates.
Recently, base editing has been shown to be an alternative gene editing tool for correction
of one nucleotide base pair43-46. However, recent works have shown the genome-wide off-target
effects of base editing47, 48. Nevertheless, with the continuous rapid development of this cuttingDownloaded from http://ahajournals.org by on November 30, 2019

edge technology, we believe it will become an important tool for gene therapy in the future,
especially for diseases involving genetic point mutations.
Here, we showed that an AAV-CRISPR/Cas9 system could be an effective therapeutic
approach for correcting gene mutations in somatic cells for HoFH and thus has clinical
implications. Future studies should address the ability to correct HoFH gene defects in large
animal models, as much more careful consideration needs to be given before the approach here
can be applied in the clinical. Along with the decrease in whole-genome sequencing costs,
screening among family members and fetuses will become more convenient and accessible for
individual patients, thus identifying FH at an earlier stage in disease progression, which would
allow for earlier treatment via gene correction. In future, the AAV-delivered CRISPR/Cas9
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system could be employed to correct some somatic gene mutations in heritable cardiovascular
diseases, ameliorating or even rescuing the clinical manifestation of diseases.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. Generation and characterization of LdlrE208X knock-in point mutation mouse line.
A, Genomic sequence of the Familial hypercholesterolemia individual with a LDLR E207X
mutation. The mutant and the wild-type codon is marked in red. B, The alignment result of
human LDLR protein sequence and murine LDLR protein. C, Strategy for generation of the
LdlrE208X knock-in point mutation mice line. The point mutation site is marked in red, the single
guideRNA (sgRNA) sequence is marked as green, and the 5'-TGG protospacer adjacent motif
(PAM) is marked as blue. D, The Sanger sequence result of the genomic DNA_extracted from
LdlrE208X (homozygote) and the wild-type mice. E, Semi-quantitative RT-PCR result of Ldlr
cDNA in the liver tissues from LdlrE208X and wild-type littermates using primers designed to
distinguish the point mutation. F, Quantification of the Ldlr mRNA levels in the liver tissues
Downloaded from http://ahajournals.org by on November 30, 2019

from two groups. G, Western blot of the LDLR protein in the liver tissues from LdlrE208X and
wild-type littermates. H, Quantification of the LDLR protein levels in the liver tissues from two
groups. I, Immunostaining for LDLR on liver sections from LdlrE208X and wild-type littermates.
J, Quantification of the percentage of hepatocytes expressing LDLR. Data are the mean ± s.e.m.;
n = 6. Significance was accepted when ****P < 0.0001. Scale bars, 100 μm.

Figure 2. Atherosclerosis in LdlrE208X mice after a High-fat diet regimen. A, Schematic figure
showing experimental strategy for High-fat diet feeding and analysis. B, Body weight of the
indicated groups at different times. C, Whole-mount Oil Red O staining image of en face
atherosclerotic lesions in aorta. D, Representative staining of aorta root sections with Oil Red O.
E, Quantification of atherosclerotic lesion areas in the whole aorta from indicated groups. F,
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Quantification of aortic perimeter affected by atherosclerosis (AS) in the aorta root from each
groups. G, Immunostaining for smooth muscle actin (SMA), Ve-cad (left panel) and SMA,
F4/80 (right panel) on aortic root slides collected from indicated mice. H, Sirus Red staining on
aortic root sections collected from indicated mice. I, Oil Red O staining of liver sections
collected from indicated mice. J, Quantification of Oil Red O positive areas in livers sections
from indicated groups. K, Plasma levels of total cholesterol, total triglyceride, LDL-cholesterol
in indicated mice. Significance was accepted when *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ****P < 0.0001. Data
are the mean ± s.e.m.; n = 6. Scale bars, yellow, 1 mm; black and white,100 μm.

Figure 3. Partial recovery of LDLR expression in the livers of treated LdlrE208X mice. A,
Strategy for generation of adeno-associated virus (AAV) -Cas9 and AAV-sgRNA-Donor. B,
Schematic figure showing experimental strategy for AAV injection and analysis. C, Deep
Downloaded from http://ahajournals.org by on November 30, 2019

sequence result showing insertions and deletions (indels) frequency and homology directed
repair (HDR) frequency in liver tissues of targeted Group3. D, Semi-quantitative RT-PCR result
of the Ldlr cDNA in liver tissues from indicated groups. E, Quantification of qRT-PCR result of
Ldlr expression levels of the liver tissues from indicated groups. F-G, Western blot result and
quantification of the LDLR protein levels in livers of indicated groups. H, Immunostaining for
LDLR on liver sections from indicated groups. I, Quantification of the percentage of hepatocytes
expressing LDLR. Data are the mean ± s.e.m.; n = 5 to 6. Significance was accepted when **P <
0.01; ****P < 0.0001. Scale bars, 100 μm.

Figure 4. Amelioration of atherosclerosis in LdlrE208X after AAV-CRISPR/Cas9 treatment.
A, Experimental strategy for adeno-associated virus (AAV) injection, High-fat Diet induction
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and analysis. B, Body weight of indicated groups at different times. C, Oil Red O staining of en
face atherosclerotic lesions in aortas from indicated groups. D, Oil Red O staining on aortic root
sections from indicated mice. E, Immunostaining for smooth muscle actin (SMA) and Ve-cad on
aorta root sections collected from indicated groups. F, Quantification of atherosclerosis lesion
areas in each group. G, Quantification of aortic perimeter affected by atherosclerosis (AS) in
each group. H, Oil Red O staining on liver sections from indicated groups. I, Quantification of
Oil Red O positive areas on liver sections in indicated groups. J, Plasma levels of total
cholesterol, total triglyceride, LDL-cholesterol in indicated group. Significance was accepted
when *P < 0.05; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001; n.s., non-significant; Data are the mean ±
s.e.m.; n = 6. Scale bars, 100 μm.

Figure 5. Partial recovery of LDLR protein and amelioration of atherosclerosis phenotypes
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in LdlrE208X after AAV-CRISPR/Cas9 treatment. Cartoon image showing that the LdlrE208X
mouse has severe atherosclerosis phenotype when treated with High-fat diet. After AAVCRISPR/Cas9 treatment, the LDLR protein was partially recovered and atherosclerosis
phenotypes were significantly ameliorated in LdlrE208X mice compared with controls.
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